Abstract: This paper discusses a methodology for investigating sectarianism on the internet as evidenced primarily through the support of two football clubs, Glasgow Celtic and Glasgow Rangers, better known as the Old Firm. The historical background to sectarianism and theoretical background to online hate are discussed, and a robust methodology for investigation is proposed. All authors have research interests in technology and society, computer-mediated communication and measuring quality in delivery of information services. They are currently in the process of putting this methodology into action via generous funding from Nil by Mouth, a Scottish anti-sectarian charity.
Recent academic studies of OF sectarianism (Boyle and Lynch, 1998; Devine, 2000 and Murray, 2002) give no coverage to OF sectarianism online. It is highly likely that the academics writing these works are completely unaware of the possible social ramifications of the internet. The government as well is blind to the online world. While much of the Cross-Party Working Group On Religious Hatred's report focuses on sectarianism in the physical world, it merely pays lip service to the potential of online environments stating that, "supporter fanzines and websites may be a potential source of sectarian material" (Cross-Party Working Group On Religious Hatred, 2003, p.10) . It may be that the freedom given by the online environment makes sectarianism more pernicious and pervasive. It may also be that being able to encounter opposing supporters for the first time in a safe environment may raise awareness that sectarian attitudes have no place in either football or contemporary Scottish society.
One major challenge in researching the topic of online sectarianism is in understanding the complexity of interactions between social groups. This complexity is manifested more starkly in online communities. Nielsen points out that:
Studying the targets of hate speech…shifts the concept of prejudice from an objective one to a "subjective phenomenon with differences in perceptions and interpretations occurring between observers among target groups, and even within target groups." (Nielsen quoting Swim and Stangor, 2002, p.267) Boekman and Liew argue that a person who strongly identifies themselves with a particular cultural or social group will react in direct proportion to their strength of feeling for that identity when it is insulted or challenged. (Boekman and Liew, 2002, p.365-366) Thus for the person who truly defines themselves within the sub-groups of the communities built around the OF in Scotland, they will react all the more passionately when they feel that identity being insulted or challenged. For example, such an effect was evident in October 2002 when the Chief Executive of Celtic wrote to fans asking them to desist from singing songs at games that were seen by many observers to promote the Irish Republican Army (McNee, 2002) . The subsequent response was mixed, with many fans backing the stance, and many others vehemently opposing what they saw as an attack on their culture (McNee, 2002) . Considering this reaction was related to an 'attack' from within the community itself, it is logical to speculate that reactions against those from outside the community who seek to challenge or denigrate the community will be more vehement. This complexity and severity of response makes researching online sectarianism a problematic endeavour, as even within the two communities themselves, differing views exist on what defines the culture of the group as a whole. This is amply illustrated by the board threadts quoted in the next section.
The results of research into sectarianism online can feed into social policy, as response mechanisms can be investigated, such as online debate (combating sectarianism with argument), online restrictions (shutting down particular forums or services which promote sectarian views) and legal sanctions (prosecuting individuals who regularly post sectarian views). Laws challenging online hate speech test the traditional notion of freedom of speech. However Nemes argues that, "harm posed by hate speech, if left unchecked, may cause a civil society to lose its civility, and reduce the very value it was trying to preserve." (Nemes, 2002, p.193) In the UK, legislation aimed at defining incitement to religious hatred has been proposed and rejected by both the UK parliament and the Scottish parliament, with the belief that erosion of the right to freedom of speech is a slippery slope. With regards to Scotland, the Cross Party Working Group concluded that:
"A law against incitement to religious hatred could conceivably be used to prevent public preaching that the adherents of other faiths were in error. A law against incitement to religious hatred might also hinder people from discussing openly their concerns about particular religious practices that they might regard as harmful, whether within their own or another faith. We therefore concluded that no specific offence of incitement should be proposed." (Cross Party Working Group, 2003, p.22) As a member of the Council of Europe (COE), the UK is a signatory to the 2001 Convention on Cybercrime (Council of Europe, 2001), which was originally aimed at internet crime such as virus attacks and hacking. In 2003, the UK signed an additional protocol to the Convention, concerning the criminalisation of acts of a racist and xenophobic nature committed through computer systems (Council of Europe, 2003) . This additional protocol was motivated by the COE's desire to harmonise members' domestic laws and organise a cohesive fight against racism and xenophobia on the internet. The protocol applies to:
"any written material, any image or any other representation of ideas or theories, which advocates, promotes or incites hatred, discrimination or violence, against any individual or group of individuals, based on race, colour, descent or national or ethnic origin, as well as religion if used as pretext for any of these factors." (Council of Europe, 2003) The protocol criminalises intentionally distributing, or 'making available' via computer such material. Reading such material is not criminalised. ISPs can thus plead that they cannot be held to be making available materials their customers create or offer. However, once informed of such material, it is likely an ISP would remove it, to stay clear of the law.
Can free speech and hate speech co-exist? Article 10 of the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) does recognise a right to freedom of expression, which includes the freedom to hold opinions and to receive and impart information and ideas, and which covers even speech that offends, shock or disturbs the State or any sector of the population (Council of Europe, 1950) . But Article 10's right is far less broad that the right to free speech granted in the First Amendment to the US constitution. The European Court of Human Rights has held, for example, that a state's actions to restrict the right to freedom of expression may be justified when such ideas or expressions violated the rights of others. Thus sites that want to escape COE control can simply relocate to the USA. The COE itself recognises that its legislation might be futile since it produced a report noting that 2,500 out of 4,000 racist sites were located in the USA (Ramasastry, 2003) . When a French court issued an order requiring Yahoo! to take measures to block French citizen's access to its auctions, because of the availability of Nazi memorabilia for sale, Yahoo! appealed in a California federal district court, seeking a judgment against the enforcement of the French court order on the grounds that enforcement would violate the US Constitution's First Amendment. The court upheld the appeal (Isenberg, 2001) . If European authorities seek to apply the new protocol extraterritorially, to sites based in the USA that are accessible in Europe, they could well meet the same fate. Ironically, since Irish and Scottish emigration has been so pronounced over the last two centuries, there could well be Americans of Scottish or Irish descent willing to host sectarian material.
Old Firm sectarianism online
Sectarianism is an unwanted social phenomenon caused by deep-rooted historical antipathies between social groups. In Scotland, football-related sectarianism has long been a problem associated primarily, although not exclusively, with the football clubs popularly referred to as The Old Firm (OF), namely Glasgow Celtic and Glasgow Rangers. The roots of sectarianism in Scotland go back to Union of Crowns in 1603, when James VI of Scotland became James 1 of England, to ensure a Protestant succession after the death of Elizabeth I. Catholic influence in Scotland was forcibly suppressed after the defeat of Bonnie Prince Charlie's Jacobites at Culloden in 1745.
In the 19th century, beginning after the Great Famine in Ireland, and continuing with the rise to world pre-eminence in ship building and allied heavy industry of Glasgow, a large influx of Catholic Irish workers arrived in the west of Scotland. Tensions between Protestant and Catholic began anew at work and on the streets.
The origins of both clubs have led to them being associated with these two particular religious and cultural groups in Scottish society. Glasgow Celtic is long associated with Irish (Roman Catholic) immigrants to the city, and was indeed formed in 1888 by a Marist brother with the goal of feeding the poor immigrant Irish community. The Protestant community of the city on the other hand has traditionally supported Glasgow Rangers, formed in 1877.
The sectarian conflict in Northern Ireland also has an impact on the sectarianism in Scotland. There are clear links as support for both OF teams is strong in Northern Ireland. However, since there is no deep political and nationalist feud, sectarian tension in Scotland expresses itself in insults, gestures and occasional street violence, linked to football allegiances. There have been fatalities, for example the stabbing of Mark Scott in 1995, which prompted the foundation of a charity, Nil by Mouth, to campaign against sectarianism (Nil, 2003) . Nevertheless, Scottish 'OF' sectarianism is an altogether less strident form of religious communal conflict, than that seen in Northern Ireland or in other areas of the world where intra-and inter-religious schisms are the cause of violence, terrorism and war.
While OF sectarianism is much less visible and virulent, it is still a problem, and its attachment to the most popular sport in the country runs the risk of a perpetual association between the clubs and sectarian camps. In 2002 the Scottish Executive (the administrative arm of the newly devolved Scottish Parliament) set up a Cross-Party Working Group which reported in 2003, highlighting that football-related sectarianism in Scotland as a key issue needed to be addressed by the Parliament (Cross-Party Working Group On Religious Hatred, 2003) . The Working Group recognised, however, that the OF sectarianism that existed was more complex than mere religious intolerance:
"Focusing on religious differences can be a way of expressing cultural intolerance or racist attitudes. It may even be difficult to disentangle whether religious, racist or cultural beliefs are an impetus to harmful or violent behaviour, or simply a cloak. In many cases, religious difference might be the pretext for, rather than the cause of, an assault. The situation can become further complicated when intense rivalry between supporters of certain football clubs becomes a factor in behaviour associated with sectarianism." (Cross-Party Working Group On Religious Hatred, 2003, p8) Gallagher has discussed the unique nature of sectarianism in Glasgow and suggests that:
"In a drastically overcrowded Glasgow, informal mechanisms of restraint emerged with prevented the city from being engulfed in sectarian warfare. While still holding fast to their hatreds, rival Orange and Green factions stepped back from the brink more often than in Belfast, and the soccer rivalry which emerged at the start of this century may have been a useful tension releasing valve." (Gallagher, 1987, pp.2-3) Both Celtic and Rangers have official club shops in Belfast and many supporters from Northern Ireland travel to Glasgow for home games. Results from Old Firm derby matches have been triggers for disturbances in Northern Ireland.
Examples of sectarianism online
The following threads come from the CelticMad (http://www.celtic-mad.co.uk/) and FollowFollow (http://www.followfollow.com/) boards in the period of 31st October and 1st November 2003. Both boards are hosted by one company, FootyMad (http://www.footymad.net/). All content is presented as is, no grammatical corrections have been included, and all language is presented in its original state, therefore profanity is quite common.
The following thread from CelticMad starts with a suggestion that Rangers would be in a losing position without Catholics in their team by referring to a Rangers player as a tim, which is the shortened version of Tim Alloy, the rhyming slang for Bhoy, the nickname of Celtic and their fans: "Another kafflik goal fur ra gers" Sorry but i happen to think thats a patheticly bigoted thread title for a celtic forum(ooo-er) [IP address logged] This particular thread shows how even within the community of Celtic fans itself that a definition of sectarian bigotry is subjective. While the motivations of the original poster could be anything from merely having a joke, to downright sectarianism, the debate within the message board demonstrates the community is not itself clear about what constitutes sectarian bigotry. While this lack of internal agreement makes it hard for a community to police itself online, it also makes it much harder for an outsider to make an accepted judgment on what is, and what is not, sectarian bigotry.
In another thread, discussion is on Celtic fans and their possible links and support for the Irish Republican Army (IRA). The poster suggests that he sees links clearly in the songs sung by fans at games: Again there is the communal conflict evident in the previous thread. However, in a new twist, the last post cited above, by sligobhoy, attempts to discredit the original poster by dubbing him a bluenose, in other words a follower of Rangers. This is an interesting online debating tactic, as if you do not agree with a particular view of being a Celtic fan, specifically that proposed by the likes of sligobhoy, then you are obviously from the other side. The thread continues: Again there is inter-group debate. However, what is clear is that a visitor to this site who wants to discuss football would be shocked and amazed by this vitriolic debate about the Irish Republican movement. Perhaps an outsider might be a better judge of the 'offtopic-ness' that seems to be attendant on sectarian content?
The following thread comes from the Rangers board Follow Follow and posts ask and answer the question, should priests be allowed to marry? I'm no apologist for the RC church -in fact, I'm not even a catholic. My point was that some people on here spew out venom about anything catholic. If society is going to get some deep rifts healed and give peace a chance then such venom on boards like this will never help. And the same, I expect, is true on Celtic boards too. Anyway, in answer to the qestion, yes I think they should. St. Peter -whom catholics believe was the first pope -was married.
[
IP address logged]
There is little doubt in any definition of term that there are postings in this thread that are sectarian. What is of great interest again is the attempt to challenge from within the community. Unfortunately the challenger is beaten down by others who disagree with him. This limited set of examples from a two day period reflect the fact that sectarian content does exist on boards that are there as discussion forums for footballing issues.
Methodology for investigating sectarianism online
It is crucial to differentiate between the expected examples of sporting conflict online that would be inherent in any competitive relationship between fans, and the use of boards for advocating sectarian beliefs. As such the first stage of the methodology will investigate 'normal' sporting conflict between fans to get a picture of its nature and extent. Since Celtic and Rangers are rivals in one Scottish city, similar pairs of opposing clubs in other Scottish cities will also be studied -Hibernian and Heart of Midlothian in Edinburgh, and Dundee and Dundee United. As a contrast, a pair of English clubs, who are city rivals will also be included. Everton and Liverpool have been chosen, as their past includes an element of religious rivalry, and Liverpool as a city is very similar to Glasgow. Finally, if 'city rival' clubs are in some sense a special case, other types of club will be included: Airdrie and Albion Rovers, two clubs in Ayrshire with a history of rivalry, Partick Thistle, also based in Glasgow but in a different league division to Celtic and Rangers, and Livingstone, a recently successful team based at a 'new town' with presumably no historical enmities. Footymad boards for these teams will be stored offline by the researchers. Postings will be stored from the beginning of the football season for as long as storage space is available.
It is expected that threads harvested from these boards, if they involve conflict, will contain common conflict elements centred on the following general football themes:
• match results
• team performance
• player performance
• managerial strategy
• decisions of officials
• fan behaviour.
As the excerpted threads above make clear, sectarian conflict comes under none of the above football-related themes. Thus any conflict-bearing threads (generally recognisable by length/title and/or the virulence of language used) not in the above categories will be candidates for classification as sectarian content. Researchers will tag anything with religious (Protestant or Catholic) or nationalist (Unionist or Irish Republican) content as sectarian, as exampled in the excerpts used. This approach avoids having to poll football fans about what is, and what is not sectarian, because as the excerpts above show, what is thought of as sectarian can vary by individual and community. Polling also makes the presence of researchers known and may skew results towards what respondees think is appropriate. It is hypothesised that sectarian conflict (if it exists in a football forum) will be what is left once 'normal' conflict is recognised and removed.
The extent of sectarianism online may be wider than the obvious places, like football forums. As a check, two newsgroups (both publicly archived on Google Groups, http://groups.google.com) soc.culture.scottish and uk.local.glasgow will be searched for sectarian content, of the two types defined previously, in the same period as the harvesting of the Footymad boards. Quantitative measures are difficult for online discussions. Does one long post equal ten shorter ones, each from different authors, which when combined equal the length of the one long post? How are posts promoting and attacking sectarianism in various shades to be counted? It is hypothesised that flagging whether a board contains any sectarian postings within the period of a day and noting whether those postings are challenged or not will serve as a basic method of showing the distribution in time and by board of sectarian material online.
Possible control mechanisms for online sectarian content could involve: Removing sectarian posts would be effective only if it was done prior to their appearance online. This would need individuals to take on the duty of community censor. However, censorship could be used to prevent other types of posting, or could be inconsistently applied. Banning individuals is pointless as they can return under different aliases, e-mail addresses etc. Shutting down boards which were not completely full of sectarian content would not be popular with individuals who used those forums simply to discuss football. Involving the law would require identifying individuals online via their IP numbers, which can logged when they post a message (as the excerpts above demonstrate). However using legislation (such as the EU Cybercrime protocol) against individuals might risk making those individuals 'martyrs' in the eyes of their communities, and serve to further polarise communities and exacerbate sectarianism. It is hypothesised that the first option (combating sectarianism online by counter argument) would be the most robust, in that creating self-policing communities online would lead to a self-imposed solution. The excerpts given show that this is already happening: it might not be immediately and completely effective but then no solution will work overnight. As researchers we could seek out best practice in countering sectarianism online. It would be up to online communities to visibly nurture and support individuals who would act in their respective communities.
In summary, here we propose to: • select possible sources of sectarianism online and recognise sectarian content in those sources • find the extent of sectarian content throughout selected sources, both within and without football • highlight good practice in combating online sectarian content.
